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We are interested here in studying the closure S of the set {(x, a) : F(x, CX) = x 
and x # 0) for a certain class of nonlinear operators F such that F(0, a) = 0 
for all 01 in an interval of real numbers. Our main abstract theorem establishes 
under certain conditions on F the existence of a closed, connected unbounded 
subset So of S which contains a point (0, 01~) and no points of the form (0, a) 
for o( # LX,, . The novelty of this result is that it is obtained under hypotheses 
of the type used in asymptotic fixed point theorems; in our applications F is 
not, in general, Frechet differentiable at points (0, a) and may not even be 
continuous at such points. The abstract theorem is then applied to studr the 
structure of the set of periodic solutions of the equation x’(t) = -af(x(t - 1)) 
and to obtain sharp results on the range of periods as a: varies. 
Our main contention is that by using Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 in 
Section 1 one can obtain much sharper results than those previously 
known about the structure of the set of periodic solutions of certain 
autonomous functional differential equations. In a future paper we 
hope to carry this program out in detail for the equations studied by 
Grafton [8, 91 and the author [22, 231. For reasons of length we have 
limited ourselves in this paper to equations which can be transformed 
to the form r’(t) = -cY~( r(t - 1)). Very special and relatively 
well-studied examples of such equations are provided by x’(t) = 
-acux(t - l)(l + x(t)) and x’(t) = --ax(t - l)(a - x(t))(b + x(t)). 
For the first equation we prove in Corollary 2.2 that for every p > 4 
there is an 01 > 0 and a nonconstant periodic solution of the equation 
(for that a) of p eriod precisely p, and for the second equation we 
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prove the same result for everyp such that 4 < p < 2 + (a/b) + (b/a). 
Both of these results have been plausible for some time on the basis 
of numerical studies, but even in these cases we present (to the best 
of our knowledge) the first proof. 
The first section of this paper is devoted to proving an abstract 
global bifurcation theorem. With an eye to future applications, this 
is done in much greater generality than needed here, and the reader 
may wish to simplify by assuming F is compact and /l is a single 
point. In the second section, the abstract theorem is applied to study 
j’(t) = -cLf(y(t - 1)). 
1 
If C is a closed convex set in a Banach space X, J = (a, ok) is an 
infinite interval on the real line, 0 E C and F: C x J -+ C is a map 
such that F(0, h) = 0 for all h E J, our aim in this section is to 
establish a global bifurcation theorem for F of the general type 
proved by Rabinowitz 124). The difficulty which we shall encounter 
is that for the applications we have in mind, F,(x) = F(x, h) will not 
in general be FrechCt differentiable at 0 and for some values of h may 
not even be continuous at 0. Thus quite different ideas from those 
used in [24] are necessary. 
We begin by recalling some definitions. If (X, p) is a metric space 
and A is a bounded subset of X, Kuratowski [17] has defined y(A), 
the measure of noncompactness of A, to be inf{d > 0 : A has a finite 
covering by sets of diameter less than d}. If (X1 , pJ and (Xz , pJ are 
metric spaces and f: Xl + X, is a continuous map which takes 
bounded sets to bounded sets, f is called a K-set-contraction if there 
exists a constant K such that yz( f (A)) < &(A) for every bounded 
set A C X1 . The basic properties of the measure of noncompactness 
and of &set-contractions have been established by Kuratowski [17] 
and Darbo [7]; further examples are given in [20, Sect. A]. 
It is convenient in applications to generalize slightly the idea of 
measure of noncompactness. If X is a Banach space, y is as defined 
above, and p is a real-valued function which assigns to each bounded 
set A C X a nonnegative real number p(A), we shall call p a “gener- 
alized measure of noncompactness’ if ir. satisfies the following proper- 
ties. 
(1) If (A,) is a sequence of bounded sets in X such that 
y(A,) -+ 0, it follows that &A,) -+ 0; and if {BJ is a sequence of sets 
such that p(B,) -+ 0, then y(B,) 4 0. 
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(2) If co(A) denotes the closed convex hull of a bounded set A, 
one has ~(co(A)) = p(A). 
(3) AA ” B) = m&-@)~ P(B)). 
(4) If for bounded sets A and B one denotes by A + B the set 
{a + b: a E A, b E B), it follows that p(A + B) < p(A) + p(B). 
Of course y itself is a generalized measure of noncompactness. 
The definition of generalized measure of noncompactness given 
above is slightly more general than that in [23], but the results and 
proofs given in [23, Sect. l] are still valid for the definition given here. 
If p is a generalized measure of noncompactness on a Banach 
space X, D is a subset of X and f: D + X is a continuous map 
which takes bounded sets to bounded sets, f will be called a “K-set- 
contraction with respect to p” if for every bounded set A C D, one 
has 4 f (4) G b@). IV is a k-set-contraction with respect to p for 
some k < I, thenf will be called a strict-set-contraction with respect 
to p. 
Now suppose that C is a closed, convex subset of a Banach space X 
and that U is a bounded, relatively open subset of C, i.e. U = W n C 
for some open set WC X. The only relevance of X is to induce the 
topology on C; in general U will not be open in X and C will have 
empty interior in X. If f: B -+ C is a strict-set-contraction with 
respect to p and f(x) # x f or x E: u - U, then there is defined an 
integer i,(f, U) called the fixed point index off on U. This fixed 
point index is developed in greater generality than is needed here in 
[20, Sect. D]. An excellent treatment of the classical point index is 
given by Brown [4]. Roughly speaking, i,(f, U) is an algebraic count 
of the number of fixed points off in U; and if i,(f, U) # 0, then f 
has a fixed point in U. More complete summaries of the properties 
of the fixed point index are given in [19, 23, 201. 
We need one more definition before we can state our first lemma. 
In a slightly less general form, the following definition was introduced 
by Browder [3]. 
DEFINITION 1.1. If C is a topological space, x0 E C, W is an open 
neighborhood of x0 , and f: W - {x,,} -+ C is a continuous map, we 
shall say that x,, is an “ejective point off” if there exists an open 
neighborhood U, of x,, such that for every x E U, - {q,} there is a 
positive integer m = m(x) such that f m(x) is defined and f "(x) 6 U,, . 
If f is defined and continuous at x,, and f (x,,) = x,, , this definition 
agrees with Browder’s in [3]. 
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Our first lemma is a slight variant of [23, Corollary 1.11; the proof 
of Corollary 1.1 also applies to the case below. 
LEMMA 1 .l. Let G be a closed, bounded convex subset of a Banach 
space X, E.L a generalized measure of noncompactness, and f : G --t G 
a strict-set-contraction with respect to ,LL. If G is not a single point and x, 
is an extreme point of G and an ejective point off, it follows that 
&(f, u) = Of or any open neighborhood U of x,, in G such thatf (x) # x 
for x E r7 - {XJ. 
If G is infinite dimensional, it is shown in [23] that Lemma 1.1 is 
true without the assumption that x0 is an extreme point of G. 
LEMMA 1.2. Let C be a closed, convex subset of a Banach space X 
such that C contains more than one point and let x0 be an extreme point 
of C. Suppose that W is an open neighborhood of x,, in C andf : W + C 
is a strict-set-contraction with respect to a generalized measure of 
noncompactness TV. If x,, is an ejectivepoint off, it follows that io(f, U) = 0 
for any open neighborhood U of x0 such that f (x) # x for x E U - (x,,) 
(neighborhoods U exist by the defkition of ejectivity). 
Proof. Select a positive number Y such that V,(xa) n CC W, 
where V,.(x,) is the closed ball of radius Y about x,, . Define G = 
V,(x,) n C and let p denote the radial retraction of C onto G: p(x) = 
x0 + r(x - x,)/II x-xo~/for~~x-xo~~ >randx~Candp(x) =x 
for I] x - x0 11 < r and x E C. It is trivial that p is continuous, and for any 
bounded set A C C we have p(A) C co(A u {x0}), so that &(A)) < 
p(A) and p is a l-set-contraction with respect to CL. It now follows 
easily that if g(x) = p( f (x)), g is a strict-set-contraction with respect 
to ,u and g(G) C G. 
There are now two possibilities. If f (x0) # x0, the lemma is 
obvious, because in that case f(x) # x for x E 0. Thus we can 
assume f (x0) = x0 , and in this case it is not hard to see that g: G + G 
has x0 as an ejective point. Furthermore, if U, is any open neighbor- 
hood of x0 in C such that U, C G and f (Vi) C G, it is clear that 
f(x) = g(x) for x E U, . It now follows from Lemma 1 .l that if U, is 
any open neighborhood of x0 in C such that 77, C G, f( U,) C G and 
f(x) # x for x E oi - (x0} (such neighborhoods exist, by ejectivity), 
then we have &(f, U,) = io(g, U,) = 0. For such a neighborhood U, , 
the so-called commutativity property of the fixed point index implies 
that io(f, Vi) = ic(f, U,). Finally, we observed that if U is any open 
neighborhood of x0 such that f (x) # x for x E 0 - {x0} and if U, is 
an open neighborhood of x0 such that U, C U, U, C G and f (U,) C G, 
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then the additivity property of the fixed point index implies that 
&(f, u> = ic(f, U,) = 0. I 
We also need to define a notion roughly dual to that of ejectivity: 
DEFINITION 1.2. Suppose that C is a topological space, x,, is a 
point in C, 0 is an open neighborhood of x0 in C, and f: 0 + C is a 
continuous map. The point x,, is called an “attractive point for f” 
if there exists an open neighborhood U, of x0 and for any open 
neighborhood V of x,, there exists an integer m(V) such thatfj( U,,) C 0 
for 0 <j < m(V) andfj(U,) C Vforj > m(V). 
Our next lemma is a very special case of [19, Corollary 11; it can 
also be obtained without the elaborate machinery used in [19]. 
Strictly speaking, the proof given in [19] is for the standard measure 
of noncompactness, but the same proof works for a generalized 
measure of noncompactness p. 
LEMMA 1.3. (Compare [19, Corollary 11). Let C be a closed, 
convex subset Banach space X and assume that f: C + C is a strict- 
set-contraction with respect to a generalized measure of noncompactness p. 
Suppose that there exists a bounded open subset W of C such that 
f(W) C W and that there exists a compact set K C W such that K is 
homotopic in itself to a point and fi,>, f “( W) C K. It follows that 
ic(f, W) = 1. 
LEMMA 1.4. Let C be a closed, convex subset of a Banach space X. 
Suppose that x0 E C, 0 is an open neighborhood of x,, and f : 0 -+ C is 
a strict-set-contraction with respect to a generalized measure of non- 
compactness p. Then if x0 is an attractive point off and U is any open 
ne&hborhood of x,, such that f  (x) # x for x E 0 - (x,,), it follows that 
i&f, U) = 1. 
Proof. Observe that if Uj (i = 1, 2) is an open neighborhood of 
x,, such thatf (x) # x for x E Ui - {x0}, the additivity property of the 
fixed point index implies that ic(f, U,) = i,(f, U, n U,) = i,(f, U,). 
Thus if we can prove that ic(f, U) = 1 for some neighborhood U of x0 
such that f  (x) # x f or x E 0 - (x0}, it will follow that i&f, U) = 1 
for every such neighborhood U. 
Next let U, be as in the definition of attractive point and suppose 
that there exists an open neighborhood W of x,, such that f( W) C W 
and WC U, . It then follows that n,,, f  “( W) C &>1 f  “( U,,) = {x0}, 
and Lemma 1.3 implies that i&, W) = 1. 
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Thus it suffices to find a W as above. Let V be an open neighbor- 
hood of x,, such that P C U,, . Since x,, is an attractive point off there 
exists an integer m, such that fi(u,> C V for j 3 m, . Let V0 be an 
open neighborhood of x0 such that fi(v,> C U,, for 0 < j < m, . By 
the definition of attractiveness there exists an integer m > m, such 
that fm) C V,, for j 3 m. It follows from this construction that 
fi(v,> C U,, for j > 0 andfi’( C V, for j > m. Define Vnl--l to be an -- 
open neighborhood off”-‘( V,,) 
-- 
such that V,-, C U,, and f( V,-,) C V, . 
Generally, if Vi has been defined for 1 < K < j < m - 1, define -- 
V,-, to be an open neighborhood of fk-‘( V,) such that f( V,-,) C V, 
and V,-, C U,, . In this way V, is defined inductively for 1 < k < 
m - 1. If we define W to be uF:l V, , it is easy to see that WC U, , W 
is an open neighborhood in C of x0 and f( W) C W. 1 
Before stating our next lemma it is convenient to recall a definition 
given by Krasnoselskii [16, Chap. 41: 
DEFINITION 1.3. Suppose that C is a closed convex subset of a 
Banach space such that 0 E C, W is an open neighborhood of 0 in C, 
X, is a real number contained in an open interval Jo , and F: W x Jo --+ C 
is a map such that F(0, X) = 0 for X E Jo . The point (0, h,) is a 
“bifurcation point of F” if given any open neighborhood U of (0, X,) 
in C x Jo, there exists a point (x, h) E U such that x # 0 and 
F(x, h) = x. 
LEMMA 1.5. Let C, W, h, , J,, , and F be as in the JLirst sentence of 
Definition 1.3 and suppose that 0 is an extreme point of C and 0 # C. 
Assume that F is continuous and that F is a strict-set-contraction with 
respect to a generalized measure of noncompactness p (in the sense that 
there exists k < 1 such thatfor each bounded set A C W, p(F(A x Jo)) < 
kp(A)). Define F,, by F,(x) = F(x, X) and assume that 0 is an ejective 
point of F,, for h > X, and 0 is an attractive point of F,, for X < A, , 
or conversely. Then the point (0, h,) is a bifurcation point of F. 
Proof. Assume not, so there exists an open neighborhood of 
(0, X,) of the form U x J1 , U an open neighborhood of x0 in C, and J1 
an open interval about A,, , such that F(x, h) # x for (x, X) E 0 x J1 
and x f 0. It follows from the homotopy property for the fixed point 
index that i,(F, U) is defined and constant for h E J1 . On the other 
hand, Lemma 1.4 implies that for h < h, and X E J,, we have 
ic(FA , U) = 1 and Lemma 1.2 implies that i,(F,, , U) = 0 for X > h, . 
This is a contradiction. 1 
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The basic idea of Lemma 1.5-using information about a change 
in the value of a topological degree (or, in our case, fixed point index) 
to guarantee bifurcation-is an old one. (See [16, Chap. 4, Theo- 
rem 2.11.) The novelty here is in the assumptions which guarantee 
the change in value of the fixed point index. 
The remainder of the work in this section now follows the formal 
outlines of [24], though our hypotheses are different. We shall need 
the following point set topology result of Whyburn. 
LEMMA 1.6 [25, Chap. 1, Theorem 9.31. Let K be a compact 
metric space and A and B disjoint, closed subsets of K. Then either 
there exists a closed, connected set C such that C n A and C n B are 
nonempty or there exist disjoint, closed subsets KA and KS of K such that 
ACK,, BCK,,andK=K,uK,. 
DEFINITION 1.4. If (1 is a subset of the reaf numbers, fl is “locally 
finite” if any compact interval contains only finitely many elements 
of A. 
In order to focus attention in our main theorem on the important 
points, it is convenient to collect the routine assumptions in the 
following hypothesis. 
H 1 .l. C is a closed, convex subset of a Banach space X such 
that 0 is an extreme point of C and 0 # C, and J is an interval of 
reals of the form (a, co), where it is assumed that -co < a < co. 
The map F: C x J + C is such that F(0, X) = 0 for h E J and 
F I (C - Km x J is continuous. Furthermore, there exists a constant 
k < 1 and a generalized measure of noncompactness p such that for 
every bounded set A C C and bounded interval J,, C J, F(A x Jo) is 
bounded and p(F(A x J,,)) < kp(A). There exists a subset (1 of J 
which is locally finite and has the property that if Jo is any compact 
interval contained in J such that fl n J,, is empty, there exists a 
positive number E = E( J,) such that F(x, h) # x for h E Jo and 
0 < II x II < E* 
The set A described above is meant to be analogous to that considered 
in [24], where (1 is the set of characteristic values of a compact linear 
map L. By definition a point (0, h) can be a bifurcation point of F 
only if X E /l. Actually, in the application we shall give in this paper, 
(1 will be a single point and the map F will be compact, so the reader 
may want to make these simplifying assumptions. We should remark, 
however, that for applications to neutral functional differential 
equations, noncompact maps F are needed. 
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THEOREM 1.1. Suppose that hypothesis H 1 .l holds. Suppose that 
ho E A and that F is continuous on an open neighborhood of (0, A,) in 
C x J. Assume that there exists an open interval Jo about X, such that 0 
is an attractive point of F,, for h E J,, and X < X, and 0 is an ejective point 
of F, for X E J,, and h > h, , or conversely. Finally, assume that if 
a > - 03 and zfF(x, , hk) = xk for a sequence (xl6 , AIC) E (C - (01) x J 
such that h, + a, then it follows that jl xk 11 -+ co. Then if S denotes the 
closure in C x J of {(x, X) E C x J: x f 0 and F(x, h) = x} and S, 
denotes the maximal closed, connected component of S which contains 
(0, h,), it follows that either S, is unbounded or (0, h,) E S, for some 
4 (5 4 A, f 4 . 
Proof. Lemma 1.5 implies that (0, A,,) E S, so S, is nonempty. We 
assume the theorem is false and try to obtain a contradiction. If we 
denote by V,, the set {x E C: // x 11 < p}, there exist p > 0 and r > 0 
such that F is continuous on V, x [A, - r, A, + r] and [A, - r, 
A, + r] C J,, and j h - A,, [ > Y for h E A and h # A, . If the theorem 
is false there exists 6, > 0 such that (x, A) + S, if 11 x I/ < 6, and 
1 h - A, 1 3 r/2. 
Just as in the proof of the global bifurcation theorem in [24], we 
now need a suitable open neighborhood Q of S,, . Let 52, be a bounded 
open neighborhood of S, such that (x, A) $0, for (x, A) such that 
11 x // < 6, and j X - A, 1 > r. In the notation of Lemma 1.6 define 
A = S, , B = &Q, n S and K = Q, n S. It follows from Lemma 1.6 
that K = KA u KB , where KA and K, are disjoint closed sets 
containing A and B respectively (the compactness of K is not hard to 
prove). If we define KB’ to be the complement of KB in C x J and 
define Sz = 9, n KB’, it is not hard to see that Q is an open neighbor- 
hood of S, and that if F(x, A) = x for (x, A) E Q - Sz, then x = 0 and 
/ h - A, I < r. 
Now define Sz, = {X E C: (x, A) E D} and observe that there exists 
E > 0 such that E < r and 0 E !Z,, for 1 h - A, / < E (because (0, A,) E Sz). 
Because of the properties of Q it follows that i,-(F,, , GA) is defined for 
IX-Ax,l G.5. The homotopy property for the fixed point index 
implies that ic(F, , Sz,) is constant for / X - X, I < E. By our hypothesis, 
there exists p < 6, such that F,(x) # x for (x, A) such that E < 
/ h - A, j < r and 0 < // x )/ < p. It follows again by the homotopy 
property that ic(FA , Sz, - V,) is defined and constant for X - A, > E 
and for h - A,, < --E. Since Sz is bounded, !GA - V, is empty for h 
large enough, and thus i,(F,, , Q, - V,) = 0 for h - A, > E. On the 
other hand, since we are assuming the theorem false, there exists 
a, > a such that F(x, A) # x for 0 < /I x Ij and h < a,; it follows that 
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we have i,(F, , Q, - V,) = 0 for h E J and h < a, and consequently 
for h E J and h < h, - E. Next observe that Lemma 1.2 implies that 
ic(Fh,+ , V,) = 1. The additivity property for the fixed point index 
implies that i,(F,+ , !S+J = &(F,+ , VP) = 1 and ic(F,+,+6 , Q++J = 
G(FAO+E , VP) = 0. s ince we have already proved that i,(F, , 0,) is 
constant for 1 X - h, ] < E, we have a contradiction. 1 
It is useful to observe that the proof of Theorem 1.1 is applicable 
in a variety of situations in which one can obtain information about 
certain fixed point indices. To be more precise we need some further 
definitions. If C is a closed subset of a Banach space X and J is an 
interval of real numbers, a map F: C x J -+ X is called a “local 
strict set-contraction” if for each (x ,, , h,) E C x J there is a relatively 
open neighborhood U, of (x, , A,,) in C x J and a constant 
k = K(X,) h,) with 0 < k < 1 such that y(F((A x J) n U,)) < KY(A) 
for every bounded set A C C. (This definition is at slight variance 
with the usual one since we do not necessarily assume F is everywhere 
continuous here.) If J is of the form (a, co) with -CO < a < co and 
if n is defined by n(x, h) = x for (x, X) E C x J, we shall say that 
7 - F is a “proper map on closed, bounded subsets of C x J” if for 
every closed, bounded subset B of C x J such that a < inf{X: (x, X) E B} 
and every compact set E in X the set {(x, h) E B: x - F(x, h) E 2) has 
compact closure in C x J. 
As before, in order to focus attention in the following theorems on 
the important points we collect the routine assumptions in the 
following slight variant of H 1 .l. 
H 1.2. C is a closed, convex subset of a Banach space X such 
that 0 E C and J is an interval of real numbers of the form (a, co), 
where it is assumed that - cc ,< a < co. There is a map F: C x J-+ C 
such that F(0, X) = 0 for all A E J and F 1 (C - (0)) x J is con- 
tinuous. The map F is a local strict set-contraction and rr -F is a 
proper map on closed bounded subsets of C x J. If a is finite and 
xk = F(x, , hk) for some sequence (x1&, X,) in C x J such that 
xk # 0 and lim,,, x,6 = a, it follows that lim,,, [I x, /I = co. There 
exists a subset /I of J which is locally finite and has the property that 
if J,, is any compact interval contained in J such that /1 n Jo is empty, 
there exists a positive number E = E( Jo) such that F(x, h) # x for 
X E Jo and 0 < /I x/j < E. Finally, F is continuous on a relatively open 
neighborhood in C x J of (0, X) for each X E il. 
Under hypothesis H 1.2, for each h $ A and sufficiently close to a 
point in n there exists a positive number p = p(X) such that F,, 
restricted to B, = {x E C: // x 11 < p} is continuous and is a strict 
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contraction and has only 0 as a fixed point. Thus it makes sense to 
talk about i,(F, , B,(,)). 
LEMMA 1.7. If hypothesis H 1.2 holds and i E A, it follows that 
the left-hand limit lim,,,x- i,(F, , BpcA)) and the right-hand limit 
lim A+ WA , B,(A)) exist. 
Proof. Apply the additivity and homotopy properties of the fixed 
point index. 1 
According to Lemma 1.7, if i E fl and H 1.2 holds, we can define an 
integer i-(A) = lim M- &PA , Bd and i+(i) = lim,+x+ &PA , B,(A)). 
We define d(i) = i+(i) - i-(n). 
THEOREM 1.2. Supp ose that hypothesis H 1.2 holds and that for 
some ho E A one has A(&,) # 0. Let S denote the closure in C x J of the 
set ((x, A) E C x J: x # 0 and f (x, A) = x} and let S,, denote the 
maximal closed, connected component of S with contains (0, A,) (such a 
component exists). Then it follows that either S, is unbounded or S, 
contains (0, A,) for some A, E A with A, # A,, . Furthermore, if So is 
bounded and A,, denotes the set of X in A such that (0, A) E S, , it follows 
that CAEn, d(h) = 0. 
Proof. The proof of the first part of the theorem follows by 
essentially the same argument used in Theorem 1.1. If one uses the 
fixed point index instead of degree theory, the proof of the second 
assertion is analogous to the argument used by Rabinowitz [24, 
Theorem 1.161. We leave the details to the reader. 1 
We want to show how Theorem 1.2 provides a generalization and a 
different (we believe simpler) proof of a theorem Turner has proved 
in [29] by use of transversality arguments. Retail that a cone fir’ (with 
vertex at 0) in a B-space X is a closed, convex subset of X such that 
xEKimpliestxEKforallt > OandxEKandx # Oimply--x$K. 
If J = (0, co) and G: K x J --t K is a map, we shall say that G has 
a uniform x-derivative L at 0 in the direction of the cone K if L 
is a bounded linear map from X to X such that L(K) C K and 
G(x, A) - G(x, 0) = L(x) + R(x, A) where 
uniformly on bounded h intervals. 
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As before we collect routine assumptions: 
H 1.3. K is a cone in a B-space X such that the closed linear 
span of K is K, J = (0, co) and G: K x J -+ K is a continuous map 
such that G takes bounded sets to bounded sets and G(0, h) = 0 for 
all X E J. The map G has a uniform x-derivative L at 0 in the direction 
of the cone K and L is a compact map. If F(x, h) = hG(x, h), F is a 
local strict set-contraction and 7~ - F is a proper map on closed, 
bounded subsets of K x J, where n(x, h) = x. 
THEOREM 1.3. Assume that hypothesis H 1.3 holds and that the 
spectral radius Y of L is positive. DeJine S to be the closure in K x J of 
the set ((x, X) E K x J: x # 0 and x = hG(x, h)} and define h, = r-l. 
Then there exists a closed, connected unbounded subset S, of S such that 
(0, 4J E so * 
Proof. Define /l to be the set of positive real numbers h such that 
x - hLx = 0 for some nonzero x E K. The Krein-Rutman theorem 
[28] implies h, E (1. If we define C = K and F(x, X) = XG(x, h) and /.l 
as above, it is not hard to verify that H 1.2 holds. If we use the 
notation of Lemma 1.7, Theorem 1.3 will follow from Theorem 1.2 
if we can verify that i,(F, , B,,(,,) = 1 for X < h, and iC(FA , B,(,,,) = 0 
for h > X, and X $ /l. A standard argument shows that i,(F, , B,(,,) = 
&(hL, B,(,,) for X $ A, so it suffices to study the fixed point index for hL. 
If h < h, , the homotopy property will imply that i&L, B,(,,) = 1 if 
we can show that x # tXLx for I/ x Ij = p(h) and 0 < t < 1. But the 
spectral radius of tXL is thX;;l, which is less than one, so this fact is 
immediate. 
To study the case h > h, and h $ II, select a nonzero x0 E K such 
that h,x, = Lx, . Suppose we can show that x - XLx - sxO # 0 for 
II x II = PGY an d x E K and s > 0. It then follows from Lemma 1 .l 
of [22] that i&IL, B,(,)) = 0. 
Thus it suffices to select h > h, such that h $ fl and to show that 
x - hLx # sxO for 11 x I/ = p(X) and x E K and s 3 0. Certainly 
x - hLx # 0, since X $ A, so we assume x = hLx + sxO for some 
positive x and try to obtain a contradiction. If x1 and x2 are elements of 
X, we write x1 < x2 if x2 - x1 E K. The assumed equation on x 
immediately implies that x > (hL)(sx,) and generally that x 3 
(hL)%(sx,) = (h/hO)“(sxO). If we divide both sides by s(X/X,)~ and take 
the limits as n -+ co, it follows that 0 >, x0 or -x0 E K. This is a 
contradiction. 1 
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2 
We are interested in this section in studying the structure of the set 
of (suitably normalized) periodic solutions of the equation 
r’(t) = -d(r(t - 1)). (2-l) 
We shall consistently make the following assumptions about f, 
H 2.1. The mapf: R + Iw is continuous and yf(y) > 0 for all 
nonzero y. The map f has a derivative at 0 and f’(0) > 0. Also, f is 
bounded below and --b = inf,,, f (y). 
It is possible to impose other conditions on f (as in [23, Sect. 21) 
and still obtain periodicity results, but for simplicity we shall only 
allow H 2.1. 
We need to recall some definitions and some results from [22, 231. 
Denote by X the Banach space of continuous, real-valued functions 4 
defined on the interval [--I, 01; the norm on X is the usual one: 
II 4 II = SUP--1ctto 1 +(t)i. Denote by K the cone (4 E X: +(- 1) = 0 
and +(tl) < 4(&J for all t, , t, E [--I, 0] such that t, < tz>. It is clear 
that 0 is an extreme point of K and that K is infinite dimensional. 
If 4 E X and 01 is a real constant, it is clear that there exists a unique 
continuous, real-valued function y(t) = y(t; 4, a) defined for t 3 - 1 
and such that y 1 [-1,0] = 4, y is continuously differentiable on 
[0, CO), and y’(t) = -af ( y( t - 1)) for t > 0. If K is as above and J 
denotes the interval (0, co), define a map F: K x J--f K as follows: 
If 4(O) > 0 and 01 E J let y(t; 4, a) be the corresponding solution of 
y’(t) = -af (y(t - 1)). D e fi ne z1 = z,(+, a) = inf{t > 0: y(t; 4, a) = 0) 
and define z2 = x,(4, a) = inf(t > zl($, a): y(t; c$, CX) = 01. If z1 or z2 
is infinite define F(qS, a) = 0 E K; and if x1 and z2 are finite, define 
F(+, CX) = $, where #(t) = y(z,(4, a) + 1 + t; 4, a) for - 1 < t < 0. 
Finally, define F(0, a) = 0 for all 01. 
Our first lemma is proved in [22] f or a fixed a; since the proof in the 
general case is the same, we leave it to the reader. 
LEMMA 2.1 (Compare [22, Lemma 2.71). Assume that f: IR --f R! 
is a continuous map such that yf (y) > 0 for all y. Then the map F 
dejined above is a continuous, compact map of K x J to K. Furthermore, 
;f F(+, a> = 4 for 4 # 0, th e corresponding solution y(t) = y(t ; 4, IX) 
of y’(t) = -af (y(t - 1)) is periodic of period exactly x2($, a) + 1 
(in particular, x2 < c0). 
It is an easy exercise (see [23, Lemma 2.31) to see that if 4 is a non- 
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zero element of K, f’(0) . d fi d is e ne and positive, and 01 > (f ‘(0)))l, 
then both a,(#, a) and x,(4, CX) are finite. 
We can describe our objectives in this section in terms of F. Let S 
be the closure in K x J of ((4, IX) E K x J: +(O) > 0 and F(+, CX) = +}. 
We wish to use Theorem 1.1 to obtain more detailed information 
about the structure of S. 
LEMMA 2.2. Assume that hypothesis H 2.1 on f holds. Then af b is 
as in H 2.1 and F is defined as in the paragraph immediately preceding 
Lemma 2.1, it follows that I/ F(4, a)/1 < olb for (4, IX) E K x J. 
Proof. If x1 = q($, CX) or x2 = x2(4, a) is infinite, there is nothing 
to prove, so assume that xi and z2 are finite. It is not hard to see that 
r(t) = Y(C 63 > (y. is monotonic decreasing on [0, zr + l] and monotonic 
increasing on [zr + 1, xa + 11. It follows that 
II F($, 4 = y(x2 + 1) = --a: ~z*+l.f(r(, - 1)) dt < d. I 
22 
LEMMA 2.3. Assume that hypothesis H 2.1 on f holds and let F be 
dejked as in the paragraph immediately preceding Lemma 2.1. Then 
there exists a positive constant a, such that zfF($, a) = + for 0 < 01 < a, , 
then #I = 0. 
Proof. Since f is differentiable at 0, there exist positive constants M 
and 6 such that 1 f(y)\ < M / y 1 for I y 1 < 6. If 6 is as in H 2.1, 
select a, such that a,b < 6 and a,M < 1 and suppose that F(4, a) = 4 
for some 01 < a, and C$ E K. If 4 is not identically zero, both zr = 
,+A a> and x2 = ~2(4, > 01 must be defined. Lemma 2.2 implies that 
II+ 11 < ab < 6. It follows that 
I YC+ + 111 = 1 j-;+ht - 1) dt 1 G ~WI4Il (2.2) 
Repeating the above argument we find that I/ 4 II = y(z2 + 1) < 
(o~M)~ Ij 4 11, and since olM < 1, this is a contradiction. 1 
Our next lemma is a very special case of [27, Theorem 51. 
LEMMA 2.4 [27, Theorem 51. Consider the equation X + Be-^ = 0, 
where /3 is a positive real number and h is a complex number, and define 
D = {h = p + iv: TV > 0 and 0 < v < ~1. If /3 > 7~12, it follows that 
;\ + pe-” = 0 has a solution X E D and h + /3e-” # 0 for h E aD. If 
0 < p < x/2, sup{Re(X): X + peeA = 0} is strictly negative. 
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The proof of the following lemma is essentially the same as that of 
Lemma 2.6 in [23], so we shall only outline the changes needed to 
make the proof of Lemma 2.6 applicable. 
LEMMA 2.5 (Compare [23, Lemma 2.61). Assume that f satisjies 
hypothesis H 2.1, define CQ, = (7~/2)( f ‘(0))~~ and let Jo be a compact 
interval such that J,, C (q, , KI). For any (4, a) E K x J denote by 
y(t; A 4 = r(t) th e uric ion f t such that y 1 [- 1, 0] = 4 and y’(t) = 
-af ( y(t - 1)) for t 3 0. Then there exists a positive constant a such 
that for any ($, a) E K x J,, for which +(O) > 0, one has 
lim sup / y(t; 4, a)1 3 a. 
t-to, 
Proof. For each 01 E J,, , let h(a) be a solution of the equation 
h + (cxf ‘(0)) eb = 0 such that Re(X(a)) > 0 and 0 < Im(X(a)) < r, 
as guaranteed by Lemma 2.4. It is not hard to see that there exists a 
constant R such that Re(h(cu)) < R for 01 E Jo . It is now a simple 
compactness argument to show that if h(ol) = I + iv(a), it follows 
that inf{&a) COS(&((II)): 01 E JO} is strictly positive and equals, say, r. 
Let E be a positive number such that E < hr. Since f is differentiable 
at 0, there exists a positive number a such that j af (y) - af ‘(0)y / < 
l lyjforlyl <aandolEJ,. The proof given in [23, Lemma 2.61 
now shows that lim suptim 1 y(t; 4, a)1 3 a. 1 
Our next lemma is a special case on [23, Lemma 2.81. 
LEMMA 2.6 [23, Lemma 2.81). A ssume that f satisJies H 2.1, de$ne 
cq, = (r/2)( f ‘(O))-l and define F, : K + K by For(+) = F(+, a). If 
(Y > cq, , it follows that 0 is an ejective point of F, . 
If one observes that the linearization of Eq. (2.1) about 0 is the 
equation x’(t) = -af ‘(0) x(t - l), and if one notes that the equation 
X + Be+ = 0 has no roots with nonnegative real part for /3 = af ‘(0) 
and 0 < 01 < 01,, then the following lemma is a very special case of 
Wright’s work [26] or of results in [l]. 
LEMMA 2.7. (Compare [26]). A ssume that f satisjes H 2.1, define 
cq, = (m/2)( f ‘(O))-l and suppose that Jo is a compact interval such that 
J,, C (0, aO). Then there exists 6 > 0 such that if 114 11 < 6 and a: E J,, , 
it follows that lim SUP~+~ y(t; 4, a) = 0. 
THEOREM 2.1. Assume that f satisjies H 2.1, deJine F as in the para- 
graph immediately preceding Lemma 2.1, and de$ne 01~ = (r/2)( f ‘(O))-l. 
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Let S be the closure in K x J of((+, a): (j 4 jl > 0 and F(4, a) = 4) and 
let S, be the maximal closed, connected component of S which contains 
(0, CQ). It follows that S, is unbounded in K x j, (0, a) $ S for a: # a0 , 
and for each a: > 7~12 the set {+: (4, CX) E S} is nonempty and bounded 
in norm by olb. 
Proof. Lemmas 2.5 and 2.7 imply that if J,, is any compact interval 
such that J,, C J and CK~ 4 Jo , there exists a positive number E = c(Jb) 
such that F(+, a) # + for 0 < /j 4 /j < E and 01 E J,, . Lemma 2.6 
states that 0 is an ejective point of F, for (Y. > cxO, and Lemma 2.7 
implies that 0 is attractive point of F for 0 < (Y < 01,, . Lemma 2.3 
implies that if 0 < cx < a, and F(+, CX) = 4, then + = 0. Finally, 
Lemma 2.1 states that F is a continuous, compact map of K x / to K. 
It now follows from Theorem 1.1 (taking A = {at,}) that there exists 
a closed, connected unbounded subset S, of S such that (0, CQ,) E S, . 
The fact that (0, a) 4 S f or 01 # a0 follows directly from what we 
have proved about F. Furthermore, Lemma 2.2 implies that 
sup{ll$ II : (#J, a) E 9 < ab, so if S, is to be unbounded in K x J 
and connected, it follows that (4: (4, CX) E S,,} must be nonempty for 
each 01 > rrj2. 1 
Throughout the rest of this section we shall maintain the notation 
used in Theorem 2.1; in particular S, S, , acO , F, and F, will be as 
above. 
It follows immediately from Theorem 2.1 that for each OL > ~r/2, 
the equation y’(t) = -af (y(t - 1)) has a periodic solution y such 
that y [ [- 1,0] = 4 E K and d(O) > 0. To be more precise we obtain 
a nonzero $ E K such that F(+, a) = 4. Thus we have reproved a 
theorem in [23], Section 2. However, we want to use Theorem 2.1 to 
obtain more detailed information about S. 
DEFINITION 2.1. For each (4, a) ES such that (A 4 # (0, 4, 
define p(+, a) = x,(4, 01) + 1. Define ~(0, c+,) = 4. 
It is clear from the definition that p(+, E) is the period of the 
periodic function y(t; 4, a) corresponding to (4, a), as long as 
(A m> # (09 %>* 
LEMMA 2.8. Assume that f sutisjies H 2. I. The map p: S --+ R given 
in Dejkition 2.1 is continuous. 
Proof. It is not hard to see that p is continuous on S - (0, 01~). 
To prove continuity, we have to show that if (4%) a,) E S - (0,01,,) 
2nd (A , s,> - (0, 4, then p(A , a,> - 4. Define y,(t) = At; 4,, 4 
5W19/4-2 
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define zl,, = ~~(9~ , 4 and x2,, = z~(&, 4, and setp, = P(h) a,). 
Because yn is periodic it follows that 
st;f I Y&I < maxkWOj IY~CQ.~ + 111) 
/ 
and the kind of argument we have already used show that 
I Y?d%n + l)l d J&P,, where M, = sup{f (y): 0 < y < d,(O)). It 
follows that we have sup 1 y,(t)1 = E, + 0, and in fact (because f is 
differentiable at 0) there exists a constant A such that for n large 
enough Ed < A&(O). 
For notational convenience, let us fix n for the moment and write 
p = p, , y = yn and define 
R2, = I” [(+) yn(t - 1) - &(yJt - l))] e--i(n12)t dt. 
A simple integration by parts gives 
J 
‘y’(t) e-i(nP)t dt = (ii)(l”y(t) e-i(nP)t) +y(O)[e--i(~/2)p - 11. (2.3) 
0 ’ 0 
On the other hand, substituting --ol,f(y(t - 1)) for y’(t) and 
simplifying gives 
y(t) e-i(n/2)t + R, . (2.4) 
Equating Eqs. (2.3) and (2.4) and simplifying yields 
0 
[S 
y(t) e--i(“/2)t dt = Rn . 
-1 1 
(2.5) 
Another integration by parts applied to Eq. (2.5) implies that 
[I 
0 
[,-i(lije)P - 11 y’(t) e-i(v12)t dt 
I 
= R, . (2.6) 
--I 
If we define h, = e-i(n12)pn - 1 and replace y by yn , Eq. (2.6) 
becomes 
A, (c y,‘(t) e-i(w/2)t dt) = R, . (2.7) 
If we select 6, to be the smallest positive constant such that 
I(rr/2)y - cII, f (y)l < Snc, for 1 y 1 < Ed , it is a trivial estimate to 
show that 
I Rn I < k&z . (2.8) 
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It is also clear that 6, approaches zero as n approaches co. To estimate 
the left-hand side of Eq. (2.7) we observe that 
Yla'(t)e-i(rr/Z,(t+(l/Z,, & 
I 
0 
b yn’(t) cos ; (t + t) dt 3 (CO, f) ~~(0). (2.9) 
-1 
If we combine Eqs. (2.8) and (2.9), recall that E, < Ay,(O) for n 
large enough, and divide by y,(O) we find 
A, cos$ <A&p,. 
( 1 
(2.10) 
To complete the proof we note that for n large enough we have 
I %f(rrL(t - 111 2 lYn(t - 111 f or all t. Using this it is a simple 
calculus argument to verify that ~r,~ < 2 and similarly that 
22.n - h,n + 1) < 2. Th ese estimates in turn imply that p, < 6, 
and of course we know that p, 3 2. Since p, is bounded, Eq. (2.10) 
yields that h, = e+(n12)~m - 1 --+ 0; and since 2 < p, < 6, it must 
be that p, approaches 4. 1 
We wish to use Lemma 2.8 to investigate the range of the function 
p: S -+ [w. If we can prove that as 014 00, p(#, a) approaches some 
number p, (possibly co), then since p is a continuous function on the 
unbounded and connected set So , it will follow that the range of p 
contains the open interval (4,~~). Our next theorem gives an exact 
formula for p, . At the referee’s suggestion we shall defer the proof 
to a later paper; the proof is elementary, but long, and involves 
considering a large number of cases. See [30] for details. 
In the statement of the following theorem, let x1 = x1($, a) and 
x2 = zz(+, a) be as before and define x = ~(4, a) = ~~(4, a) -x1($, a) - 1. 
THEOREM 2.2. Assume that f satisjies H 2.1 and is monotonic 
increasing. Define a = lim,,,f(y) and --b = lim,,-,f(y). If a is 
not injkite and E is a positive number, there exists a number a(~) such 
that (4, a) E S and 01 > E(C) imply that 1 ~~(4, a) - (b/a)] < E and 
I 44, a) - (albIt < E. If a is infinite and E is a positive number, there 
exists a number al(e) such that (q5, a) E S and 01 >, q(c) imply that 
x1(4, a) < E and ~(4, a) > c-l. 
COROLLARY 2.1. Assume that f satisJies H 2.1 and is monotonic 
increasing. DeJne a = lim,,,f(y) and -b = lim,+,f(y). Then for 
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each number h such that 4 < h < 2 + (a/b) + (b/a), there exists 
(4, a) E S, C S such that p(+, a) = h. In particular, for each such A 
there exist 01 > 0 and a nonconstant periodic solution ye(t) of y’(t) = 
-af (y(t - 1)) of period precisely X. 
Proof. According to Lemma 2.8 and Theorem 2.1 p is a con- 
tinuous function on a closed, connected unbounded set S, C S such 
that (0, aO) E S, . Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 imply that 
sup{p(&): (6 4 E $2 3 2 + (44 + W, 
and we know that ~(0, aO) = 4. The corollary now follows. 1 
Our next lemma is a consequence of standard arguments in ordinary 
differential equations, so we leave it to the reader. 
LEMMA 2.9. Let N: Iw -+ Iw be a locally Lipschitx continuous map. 
Assume that there exists a positive number b < co such that N(-b) = 0 
and suppose there exists a positive number a < 00 such that N(a) = 0 
if a is not injkite. Suppose that N(u) > 0 for -b < u < a and that 
there exist constants A and B such that N(u) < A + Bu for -b < 
u < a. Then the dz.erentiuZ equation f ‘(u) = N( f (u)), f (0) = 0, has 
a unique solution f: R + [w. Furthermore, f is strictly monotonic in- 
creasing, lim,,-, f(u) = -b and limU+oo f (u) = a. 
Now consider the following initial value problem for a functional 
differential equation. 
x’(t) = -ax(t - 1) N@(t)) for t > 0, 
x(t) = O(t) for 
(2.11) 
-1 <t<o. 
If N satisfies the conditions of Lemma 2.9 and 6’ is a specified con- 
tinuous function such that -b < B(t) < a, it is not hard to show 
that there exists a unique solution x(t) of (2.11) defined for all t > - 1, 
continuously differentiable on [0, 00) and satisfying -b < x(t) < a 
for all t > -1. If f is as in Lemma 2.9 and g: (-b, a) + R denotes 
the inverse function off, then if 0 is a continuous function on [- 1, 0] 
such that -b < e(t) < a and x(t) is the corresponding solution of 
(2.11), one can see that u(t) = g(x(t)) satisfies the following initial 
value problem. 
u’(t) = -aj(rf(u(t - 1)) for t > 0, 
u(t) = 4(t) = dQ(4) for -1 <t<o. 
(2.12) 
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Conversely, if u satisfies (2.12) f or a given continuous function $J on 
[-1, 01, then x(t) =f(u(t)) satisfies (2.11) with 8(t) =f(#(t)). 
It follows from these remarks that if u is a periodic solution of 
u’(t) = -cif(u(t - 1)) such that u has period h, u(- 1) = 0 and u is 
strictly monotonic increasing on [-1, 01, then x(t) =f(u(t)) is a 
periodic solution of x’(t) = --ax(t - 1) N(x(t)) such that x has 
period h, x(-l) = 0, x is strictly monotonic increasing on [-1, 01, 
and x(0) < a. Thus we obtain as a corollary of Theorem 2.2, 
COROLLARY 2.2. Assume that N satisjies the hypotheses of Lemma 
2.17. Then for every number X such that 4 < h < 2 + (a/b) + (b/a) 
there exists a positive number 01 and a periodic solution x(t) of x’(t) = 
-ax(t - 1) N(x(t)) such that x has period precisely X, -b < x(t) < a 
for all t, x(-l) = 0 an d x is strictly monotonic increasing on [- 1, 01. 
It is interesting to apply Corollary 2.2 in the special cases N(x) = 
(1 + x) and N(x) = (b + x)(a - x). As we have already remarked, 
thecaseN(x)=(l+x)h b as een extensively studied (see [6, 1 I, 12, 
14, 27]), but even here Corollary 2.2 presents the first rigorous proof 
of something that has long been plausible on the basis of numerical 
studies, namely that every period greater than 4 is achieved for 
some 01. We should remark that in this case Jones [12] has done some 
work on the behavior of solutions of Eq. (2.11), but this work does 
not seem sufficient to deduce that p, = co. In the case N(x) = 
(b + x)(u - 3) and b = a, Corollary 2.2 gives no information on 
(2.11); and in fact in this case it is known (see [13] or [15]) that for 
every 01 > n/2ab there is a nonconstant periodic solution of (2.11) of 
period 4. If b f a and N(x) = (b + X)(U - x), it seems plausible on 
the basis of numerical studies that Corollary 2.2 is best possible in the 
sense that 4 < ~(4, a) < 2 + (a/b) + (b/a) for every (4, a) E S, 
where S is the set of periodic solutions associated with (2.12). How- 
ever, this has not been proved. 
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